
SCRAP Minutes 

October 20, 2021 at 9:30 AM 

 

SCRAP Members: Lynne Rubio (DPK), Tammy Skwierczynski (GRK), John Lavalie (DPK), Adriene Galindo 

(PAK), Lynn Krambeer (LFK), and Victoria Luz (NIK)  

CCS Staff: Rachel Fischer, Virginia Seward 

Absent Members: Linda Conn (CPQ) 

Non-Members: Brad Peterson (CPQ), Stephanie Haugan (LNK), Kris Harrison (HPK), Michelle London 

(HPK), Stephanie Girardi (WNK), David Melis (NIK), Vicki Roberts (LVK), Catherine Eilers (HPK), Sandy 

DeSio (WGK), and Jamie King (NIK) 

The meeting was called to order at 9:41.  
 
Staff Report 

1. Rachel’s Report on Indians of North America subject headings. The report can be accessed at: 
Brief Report on Indians of North America Headings. 

 
R. Fischer reported on research into the efforts to change the Indians of North America subject 
headings. She recommends following the practices that are currently in use by Library of Congress until 
the CORE Subject Analysis Committee or other reputable organization produces a report on best 
practices for updating these headings.  
 
Old Busines: 

2. Catalog Wiki Pages Under Review 
a. Graphic Novels and Comics – Are there any other suggestions for improving the section 

on “One record vs. separate records?” 
 
SCRAP discussed the updates made to the page and decided to accept it as it is.  
 

b. Homosaurus subject headings – The current page is in a draft state. Action items 
include: 

i. Will CCS follow the Homosaurus recommendation to not add the literary form 
subdivisions? Homosaurus recommends using the genre headings instead of 
adding literary form subdivisions that aren’t included in Homosaurus.  

ii. Should Queer and LGBTQ equivalent headings be added simultaneously? See 
LGBTQ Queer Equivalents.  

 
R. Fischer explained the Homosaurus editorial board’s recommendation to add genre headings instead 
of having literary form subdivisions. CCS recommends following this recommendation. SCRAP members 
agreed to follow this recommendation.  
 

https://ccsliborg.sharepoint.com/:w:/s/CCSTraining/EanrspAhpMVErOTWQULNqB4BuffUCtJuPQ2pX-qbRKTMbw?e=OzF2lK
http://wiki.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Graphic_novels_and_comics
http://wiki.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Homosaurus_Subject_Headings
https://ccsliborg.sharepoint.com/:x:/s/CCSTraining/ESZB9MWcAcJNmE5O6i4FljUBvDG-1lwLPSlxPhoGWX7m_A?e=Pya5vy


Adriene Galindo proposed to add Queer and LGBTQ equivalent terms simultaneously. The document 
links to a spreadsheet that includes the list of equivalent terms. R. Fischer explained the CCS 
recommendation to follow the Homosaurus editorial board’s guidelines to add queer headings within 
the hierarchy as an identity. The attendees at the meeting discussed the topic and the benefits of adding 
queer headings to the catalog. Adriene has volunteered to draft the statement for the Catalog Wiki.  
 
Adriene Galindo moved and Lynne Rubio seconded.  
Recommend that CCS includes guidelines to add the equivalent Homosaurus queer terms when adding 
LGBTQ terms.   
 
The motion passed by roll call vote.  
 
Ayes: L. Rubio, T. Skwierczynski, J. Lavalie, V. Luz, A. Galindo, L. Krambeer 
Nays: None 
Not Present: L. Conn 
 
 

3. Bibliographic Input Standards  
 
The topic of reviewing the bibliographic input standards page was tabled until the next meeting.  
 
New Business: 

4. Catalog Wiki Pages for Review 
a. Proposal to recommend that the non-English language of bilingual/multilingual books be 

placed in the 008 field.  
 

Adriene Galindo proposed to include the non-English language in the 008 field for bilingual or 
multilingual items. R. Fischer explained the benefits to this requirement. Bulk changing records that 
have eng in the 008 may be possible. Attendees discussed issues related to multilingual items and how 
to determine the language for the 008 field.  
 
Adriene Galindo moved and Lynne Rubio seconded. 
 
Recommend that CCS should require the non-English language in the 008 field for bilingual/multilingual 
works and multilingual in the 008 field for works that have three or more languages when a dominant 
language cannot be determined. A. Galindo volunteered to draft a statement for the Catalog Wiki. 
 
The motion passed by roll call vote.  
 
Ayes: L. Rubio, T. Skwierczynski, V. Luz, A. Galindo, L. Krambeer, B. Peterson (as proxy for L. Conn) 
Nays: J. Lavalie 
Not Present: L. Conn 
 

 
b. Series title vs. Main title – This page needs to be reviewed to identify how additional 

details can be added to explain that all 490s should be traced even if the authority 
record says not to trace the series.  

 

http://wiki.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Bibliographic_input_standards
http://wiki.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Series_title_vs._main_title


Attendees discussed the statements in the authority records regarding tracing and not tracing series. 
They discussed the statements in the Catalog Wiki that require tracing series. R. Fischer will draft 
statements that can be included to the Wiki to clarify the CCS local practice.  
 

c. National Practices Category – All pages in this category need to be reviewed to identify if 
they are only national practices or contain local practices. Pages on national practices 
can be deleted. Local practices will be retained, but the category removed from the 
page.  

 
The topic of the National Practices Category was tabled for the next meeting.  
 
The meeting was adjourned at 11:05.  

http://wiki.ccslib.org/Catalogers/index.php/Category:National_practices

